Addendum Number 1

March 13, 2017
County of Monroe, Michigan
Request for Proposals
Jail Cell Door Repair/Replacement

This addendum is issued prior to the receipt of proposals and award of contract, in order to
provide for changes and or clarifications in the proposal requirements issued by the County of
Monroe, Michigan. This addendum will become part of the Request for Proposal and any
contractual obligations shall be met by the respective parties to the ensuing contract.

Please amend the Request for Proposal dated March 03, 2017 by including in the RFP the
following information and clarifications:
A. On pages 5 and 6, Project Description:
1. Dayroom (D), the jam width on all the doors is two (2) inches, due to the close
proximity to structural supports; the electro-mechanical (Airteq 9924) locking
mechanism will not work on some doors. Therefore, utilize the Airteq 9524 (Lil
Ricky) in its place.
2. Dayroom (E), the jam width on all the doors is two (2) inches, due to the close
proximity to structural supports; the electro-mechanical (Airteq 9924) locking
mechanism will not work on some doors. Therefore, utilize the Airteq 9524 (Lil
Ricky) in its place.
3. Dayroom (F), the jam width on all the doors is two (2) inches, due to the close
proximity to structural supports; the electro-mechanical (Airteq 9924) locking
mechanism will not work on some doors. Therefore, utilize the Airteq 9524 (Lil
Ricky) in its place.
4. Dayroom (G), eliminate the request for three (3) new keys. The reason being the
locks are not being changed.
B. On page 6, Electrical:
1. If you chose, you may include an electrical alternate bid for the project. The current
low voltage 24DC power supply is located in the door position switch located on the
door header surface. The scope of the work is to include conduit and wire from the
door position switch to the new locking mechanism on all the doors in dayrooms D,
E, and F.
C. Proposal due date remains unchanged: Friday, April 24, 2015 at 4:00 P.M.
If you have any questions as to the intent of the above changes and clarifications to the Request
for Proposal, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned using the contact information in
the RFP.
Sincerely,
Michael G. Bosanac
Administrator/Chief Financial Officer

